1998 honda odyssey

We bought this car 8 years ago when we found out we were having twins. The boys came home
from the hospital in the van. Now they are carted around to school, soccer practice, piano
lessons. The size for us family of 4 is perfect. The gas mileage is pretty good for a van. We
average around 25 mpg, up to 30mpg on long road trips. We wish there were similar sized newer
models but the Mazda5 is a bit cramped. All other vans are huge and gas-guzzling. One thing to
remember is to replace the oil cooler o-ring. We bought our Odyssey about 7 years ago. It then
had K. It now has K. With the exception of a new radiator, the only other repairs have been the
usual maintenance. It still is a pleasure to drive. The seats are comfortable and the interior
roomy. Except for a little carpet wear in the front seat area, it looks almost new inside. Of
course, the car-like doors are a wonderful addition. The folding, back seat is a nice touch; we
use it often to provide more storage space. It is absolutely reliable and still looks remarkably
good, at least to us. We have looked at new cars thinking to replace it, but just walk away from
them. With a car that offers us low insurance rates, good gas mileage mpg , low taxes, and no
repair costs, why would we want a new one. We don't need all the techno stuff, so why spend
big money. Maybe someday, but not yet. Just a great car! After reading numerous reviews on
Volvos, Subarus, and old Mercedes diesels, we found out about the Honda Odysseys. Talk
about a car ahead of its time! The model came with the 2. These 1st Gens were still made in
Japan, and were built from the Accord platform with the same engine We have had ours for a
few months, and it has been the best car we have ever owned! No gas car made in '09 that seats
7 can even match that! This is a terrific automobile. It has an excellent 4-cylinder engine with
perfectly satisfactory performance, a smooth and versatile transmission, fine handling, great
comfort and superior quality. It also gets 25 mpg in local Hudson Valley driving and a little
better on long trips. My only complaint is the damned digital odometer. I do oil change every 10,
km which is late and it still drives like its brand new. I love the 4 cylinder engine while I save on
gas- they should make more of these even though they weren't famous at its time because gas
was cheap back then. The 4 cylinder v tech is amazingly powerful. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. More about the Odyssey. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code.
See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Cons transmission
value oil dashboard cup holders road noise lights. Best minivan ever! Items per page:. Write a
review See all Odysseys for sale. Sponsored cars related to the Odyssey. Sign Up. You have no
vehicle information saved in your Honda Owners account. The Owner's Manual explains the
various features and functions of your Honda, offers operation tips and suggestions for vehicle
care and maintenance, provides specific details on safety systems, and includes
comprehensive technical specifications. If your vehicle is equipped with a navigation system, a
navigation manual with detailed instructions, settings, and other information is also available.
To purchase printed manuals, you can order online or contact:. Delivery time is approximately
five weeks. To save paper and time, you can download the latest manuals now. Need more
help? Contact your local Honda dealer for assistance. Choose a Year and Model to View YEAR
MODEL. These files contain detailed information about your vehicle, and can be downloaded,
searched, and printed. The Owner's Guide provides a quick how-to on basic functions and
features. Coverage and terms of your vehicle's warranties, including general provisions, new
vehicle limited warranty, emissions, tires and accessories warranties, replacement parts and
more. Details can be found in the Warranty section. Make Model Year. Price and Payment.
Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. Cheap cheap cheap. Runs good
though!! It's a Honda!! Come drive it home. No warranty available for purchase. Carfax Report is
available. You can make your purchase with confidence and complete your purchase hassle
free in a timely manner. As a Carfax certified dealer we provide a free Carfax with every
purchase. Additionally we will be happy to provide all of our customers with a complimentary
Carfax on their vehicle as well. This vehicle is an Inspection Only vehicle with no reconditioning
performed. Reconditioning is available at the buyers expense. This vehicle is sold AS IS. If you
have been denied before, give us a try. It's very easy, visit our website and apply online, once
we got you approved, you can come and choose a car according to your budget. Click here to
apply now:iDriveMotorsport. Buy Here-Pay Here. Traiga su pasaporte y carta de empleo. Danos
la oportunidad de servirte. Buy-Here Pay-Here may involve extra fees. Please verify all
information with the dealer before purchase. We have addional plans at extra cost. For a limited
time only. Pictures may not reflect actual vehicle. Posted miles may vary. Some options listed
may be inaccurate due to VIN decoders. Some vehicles may have added accessories. See
Dealer for details and to confirm availability. Honda of Grand Blanc Wholesale to the Public
offers the consumer the ability to buy a vehicle at pre auction pricing. This vehicle is likely to
have multiple mechanical and or auto body defects. The term AS IS means that there is
absolutely NO expressed or implied warranty of condition or fitness for a particular purpose.
This applies to both the mechanical and cosmetic condition of the AS IS vehicles. The

purchaser of an AS IS vehicle will pay all cost for any repairs. Honda of Grand Blanc assumes
no responsibility for any repairs regardless of any verbal statements made about any vehicle in
the Wholesale to the Public section. We are currently offering Home Services: Virtual Tour of
Vehicle: We will use live interactive video chat to give you a virtual walk around of any vehicle
we have in stock. Test Drive at Home: We will bring the vehicle to your home for a no-obligation
test drive. Local Home Delivery: If you buy a vehicle, over the phone, email, text. E-Contract We
will deliver the vehicle to your home or a place of your choosing. Odometer is miles below
market average! Our dedicated internet team is here to answer your questions. For availability
and custom photos call The next step? Give us a call to confirm availability and schedule a
hassle free test drive! Please complete our appointment request or call to schedule an
appointment. Please visit our website at Only , Miles! This Honda Odyssey delivers a Gas V6 3.
It has a 6 Cylinder engine. Complete with a timeless green exterior and a quartz interior, this
vehicle is in high demand. Experience places you never would have gone before without this
state of the art navigation system. This is the vehicle you have been waiting for! Call now to
schedule a test drive! It is equipped with a Automatic transmission. The vehicle is Sandstone
Metallic with a Ivory Leather interior. It is offered with the remaining factory warranty. Recent
Arrival! We use an independent 3rd party software to research internet listings on all vehicles in
the market so we can ensure that our prices are the most competitive out there. We do this
simply so people choose us when they start searching for their next car. Shopping at Hosmer is
car buying the way it should be; Fun, Informative, and Fair! Good with numbers, better with
people! Credit Challenged? Give us a try! HosmerCars - Proudly a 4. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for
sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and
Payment Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 3, Engine Type Gas 3,
Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive 3, Cylinders 6 cylinders 3, 4 cylinders 1. Fuel Economy. Vehicle
Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. No accidents. Title
issue. New Listing. Check Availability. Showing 1 - 18 out of 3, listings. Overall Consumer
Rating. We bought this car 8 years ago when we found out we were having twins. The boys
came home from the hospital in the van. Now they are carted around to school, soccer practice,
piano lessons. The size for us family of 4 is perfect. The gas mileage is pretty good for a van.
We average around 25 mpg, up to 30mpg on long road trips. We wish there were similar sized
newer models but the Mazda5 is a bit cramped. All other vans are huge and gas-guzzling. One
thing to remember is to replace the oil cooler o-ring. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. You have
no vehicle information saved in your Honda Owners account. Vehicle Specifications. Print
Specs. Engine 4 Speed Automatic EX. Back to top. Type: Aluminum-Alloy In-Line 4.
Displacement cc : Horsepower rpm SAE net : Torque lb. Compression Ratio: 9. Ignition System:
Electronic. Drivetrain 4 Speed Automatic EX. Type: Front-Wheel Drive. Automatic Transmission:
4-Speed. Final Drive Ratio: 4. Body Type: Unit Body. Suspension: 4-Wheel Double Wishbone.
Turning Diameter, Curb-to-Curb ft. Wheels: 15" Alloy. Wheelbase in. Length in. Height in. Width
in. Track in. Curb Weight lbs. Headroom in. Legroom in. Shoulder Room in. Hiproom in. Cargo
Volume maximum, cu. Passenger Volume cu. Power Sunroof. Remote Entry System. Dual Power
Mirrors: Body-Colored. Alloy Wheels. Full Wheel Covers body colored. Body Side Moulding:
Body-Colored. Dual Airbags SRS. Driver's Seat with Power Height Adjustment. Front Bucket
Seats with Armrests. Power Door and Tailgate Locks. Cruise Control. Front and Rear Air
Conditioning. Map Lights. Quartz Digital Clock. Adjustable Steering Column. Seatback Pocket.
Remote Fuel Filler Door Release. Tailgate-Open Warning Light. Rear Window Defroster with
Timer. Low-Fuel Warning Light. Cargo Area Light. Cargo Area Storage Bin. Upper and Lower
Glove Compartments. Dual Illuminated Vanity Mirrors. Rear Seat Heater Ducts. Maintenance
Interval Indicator. Fuel gal. Engine 4 Speed Automatic LX Drivetrain 4 Speed Automatic LX
Wheels: 15" with Full Covers. Remote Entry System: Accessory. Dual Power Mirrors. Alloy
Wheels: Accessory. Full Wheel Covers. Body Side Moulding. Map Lights: Accessory. Choose a
Year and Model to View YEAR MODEL. With its doors open and beckoning, Honda's stylish and
competent family hauler resembles a tall station wagon more than a minivan. Because instead
of the expected sliding side door--a staple of minivan design from the start--you find that all four
side doors swing open, like those in a sedan. They contain roll-down windows, too. Naturally,
Honda hopes that this unique attribute will help steal sales away from the competition, but a
single special feature isn't enough to ensure success in the ferocious minivan market.
Fortunately for Honda, Odysseys possess other virtues. For starters, you get plenty of room for
four or five, with a spacious center section that's exceptionally easy to enter. Either bucket
seats or a three-seat bench can go there. Not enough? Well, a handy two-passenger bench seat
pops out of the cargo floor to expand passenger capacity to seven. That back bench folds flat
very easily when cargo is the priority, and an inside-mounted, compact spare tire takes up very

little space. The driver occupies a comfortable position behind a low cowl and a severely sloped
windshield. Small front quarter windows do little for visibility to the front corners, but the large
sideview mirrors are very good. An unusual slanted dashboard holds a distinctive speedometer.
In addition to a large glovebox and ample console storage box, the Odyssey offers a smaller
supplementary glovebox. On the safety front, airbags are installed for both the driver and front
passenger. So is all-disc antilock braking. Power comes from a horsepower, 2. Adequately brisk
performance is accompanied, unfortunately, by an excess of buzziness. If noise is a drawback,
you'll want to wait for the V6 Accord-based minivan due in Engines in both the LX and EX
editions drive an electronically-controlled four-speed automatic transmission, complete with a
Grade Logic Control System and controlled by a column-mounted gearshift lever. Both
Japanese-built models are well-equipped, priced competitively and carry on Honda's reputation
for solid construction. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds
also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed
decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're
interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned
vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check
the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid
for the Used Honda Odyssey. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll
probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true,
provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the
car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a
month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three
years or so. Check out Honda lease specials Check out Honda Odyssey lease specials. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car.
Underpowered engine. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds'
Expert Review. Vehicle overview. The engine is upgraded to a more sophisticated 2. New looks
up front come from a revised bumper and grille, and the interior gets dressed in new fabric.
Read more. Write a review See all 24 reviews. We bought this car 8 years ago when we found
out we were having twins. The boys came home from the hospital in the van. Now they are
carted around to school, soccer practice, piano lessons. The size for us family of 4 is perfect.
The gas mileage is pretty good for a van. We average around 25 mpg, up to 30mpg on long road
trips. We wish there were similar sized newer models but the Mazda5 is a bit cramped. All other
vans are huge and gas-guzzling. One thing to remember is to replace the oil cooler o-ring. Read
less. We bought our Odyssey about 7 years ago. It then had K. It now has K. With the exception
of a new radiator, the only other repairs have been the usual maintenance. It still is a pleasure to
drive. The seats are comfortable and the interior roomy. Except for a little carpet wear in the
front seat area, it looks almost new inside. Of course, the car-like doors are a wonderful
addition. The folding, back seat is a nice touch; we use it often to provide more storage space. It
is absolutely reliable and still looks remarkably good, at least to us. We have looked at new cars
thinking to replace it, but just walk away from them. With a car that offers us low insurance
rates, good gas mileage mpg , low taxes, and no repair costs, why would we want a new one.
We don't need all the techno stuff, so why spend big money. Maybe someday, but not yet. Just
a great car! After reading numerous reviews on Volvos, Subarus, and old Mercedes diesels,
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we found out about the Honda Odysseys. Talk about a car ahead of its time! The model came
with the 2. These 1st Gens were still made in Japan, and were built from the Accord platform
with the same engine We have had ours for a few months, and it has been the best car we have
ever owned! No gas car made in '09 that seats 7 can even match that! This is a terrific
automobile. It has an excellent 4-cylinder engine with perfectly satisfactory performance, a
smooth and versatile transmission, fine handling, great comfort and superior quality. It also
gets 25 mpg in local Hudson Valley driving and a little better on long trips. My only complaint is
the damned digital odometer. See all 24 reviews of the Used Honda Odyssey. Write a review.
Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS
Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4 average
Rating out of 13 reviews. Sponsored cars related to the Odyssey. Sign Up.

